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Skin Cells Retooled To Sense Light and Restore
Sight in Groundbreaking Mouse Vision Study

NEWS    Apr 16, 2020 | Original story from the National Institutes of Health

 

Three months after transplantation, immuno�uorescence studies con�rmed the
survival of the chemically induced photoreceptor-like cells (green). They also show
integration of the cells into the layers of the mouse retina. Credit: Sai Chavala

 Read Time: 4 min
Researchers have discovered a technique for directly reprogramming skin cells into light-
sensing rod photoreceptors used for vision. The lab-made rods enabled blind mice to
detect light after the cells were transplanted into the animals’ eyes. The work, funded by
the National Eye Institute (NEI), published in Nature. The NEI is part of the National
Institutes of Health.

Up until now, researchers have replaced dying photoreceptors in animal models by
creating stem cells from skin or blood cells, programming those stem cells to become
photoreceptors, which are then transplanted into the back of the eye. In the new study,
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scientists show that it is possible to skip the stem-cell intermediary step and directly
reprogram skins cells into photoreceptors for transplantation into the retina.

“This is the �rst study to show that direct, chemical reprogramming can produce retinal-like
cells, which gives us a new and faster strategy for developing therapies for age-related
macular degeneration and other retinal disorders caused by the loss of photoreceptors,”
said Anand Swaroop, Ph.D., senior investigator in the NEI Neurobiology,
Neurodegeneration, and Repair Laboratory, which characterized the reprogrammed rod
photoreceptor cells by gene expression analysis.

“Of immediate bene�t will be the ability to quickly develop disease models so we can study
mechanisms of disease. The new strategy will also help us design better cell replacement
approaches,” he said.

Scientists have studied induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells with intense interest over the
past decade. IPSCs are developed in a lab from adult cells —rather than fetal tissue— and
can be used to make nearly any type of replacement cell or tissue. But iPS cell
reprogramming protocols can take six months before cells or tissues are ready for
transplantation. By contrast, the direct reprogramming described in the current study
coaxed skin cells into functional photoreceptors ready for transplantation in only 10 days.
The researchers demonstrated their technique in mouse eyes, using both mouse- and
human-derived skin cells.

“Our technique goes directly from skin cell to photoreceptor without the need for stem
cells in between,” said the study’s lead investigator, Sai Chavala, M.D., CEO and president of
CIRC Therapeutics and the Center for Retina Innovation. Chavala is also director of retina
services at KE Eye Centers of Texas and a professor of surgery at Texas Christian
University and University of North Texas Health Science Center (UNTHSC) School of
Medicine, Fort Worth.

Direct reprogramming involves bathing the skin cells in a cocktail of �ve small molecule
compounds that together chemically mediate the molecular pathways relevant for rod
photoreceptor cell fate. The result are rod photoreceptors that mimic native rods in
appearance and function.

The researchers performed gene expression pro�ling, which showed that the genes
expressed by the new cells were similar to those expressed by real rod photoreceptors. At
the same time, genes relevant to skin cell function had been downregulated.

The researchers transplanted the cells into mice with retinal degeneration and then tested
their pupillary re�exes, which is a measure of photoreceptor function after
transplantation. Under low-light conditions, constriction of the pupil is dependent on rod
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photoreceptor function. Within a month of transplantation, six of 14 (43%) animals showed
robust pupil constriction under low light compared to none of the untreated controls.

Moreover, treated mice with pupil constriction were signi�cantly more likely to seek out
and spend time in dark spaces compared with treated mice with no pupil response and
untreated controls. Preference for dark spaces is a behavior that requires vision and
re�ects the mouse’s natural tendency to seek out safe, dark locations as opposed to light
ones.

“Even mice with severely advanced retinal degeneration, with little chance of having living
photoreceptors remaining, responded to transplantation. Such �ndings suggest that the
observed improvements were due to the lab-made photoreceptors rather than to an
ancillary e�ect that supported the health of the host’s existing photoreceptors,” said the
study’s �rst author Biraj Mahato, Ph.D., research scientist, UNTHSC.

Three months after transplantation, immuno�uorescence studies con�rmed the survival
of the lab-made photoreceptors, as well as their synaptic connections to neurons in the
inner retina.

Further research is needed to optimize the protocol to increase the number of functional
transplanted photoreceptors.

“Importantly, the researchers worked out how this direct reprogramming is mediated at
the cellular level. These insights will help researchers apply the technique not only to the
retina, but to many other cell types,” Swaroop said.

“If e�ciency of this direct conversion can be improved, this may signi�cantly reduce the
time it takes to develop a potential cell therapy product or disease model,” said Kapil
Bharti, Ph.D., senior investigator and head of the Ocular and Stem Cell Translational
Research Section at NEI.

Chavala and his colleagues are planning a clinical trial to test the therapy in humans for
degenerative retinal diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa.

Reference

Mahato et al. (2020) Pharmacologic �broblast reprogramming into photoreceptors
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This article has been republished from the following materials. Note: material may have
been edited for length and content. For further information, please contact the cited
source.
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Math Shows How the Brain Stays Stable Amid Internal Noise and a Widely
Varying World
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A new theoretical framework shows that many properties of neural connections help
biological circuits produce consistent computations.
READ MORE 
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A New Role for Actin Revealed by Imaging Method
NEWS

While your skeleton helps your body to move, �ne skeleton-like �laments within your
cells likewise help cellular structures to move. Now, Salk researchers have developed a
new imaging method that lets them monitor a small subset of these �laments, called
actin.
READ MORE 

Antisense Therapy Could be E�ective at Treating Prion Disease
NEWS

A new study in Nucleic Acids Research, published by Oxford University Press, suggests
a possible e�ective treatment strategy for patients su�ering from prion disease. A
therapy using short chunks of DNA-like molecules could be an e�ective approach for
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patients living with prion disease, suggests a new study.
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